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ABSTRACT
Reimbursement decisions on new oncology drugs are now often made while uncertainty remains
about a drug's risk–benefit profile. One consequence of this is a delay in patient access to
valuable new medicines. We share our perspectives on strategies to mitigate sources of uncer-
tainty in the health technology assessment process. These include flexible approaches for
evaluating the additional benefit, such as better use of surrogate endpoints and health-related
quality of life data, and renewed research efforts to define the optimal target population and
generate real-world evidence post-authorisation.
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Introduction

Reimbursement and price-setting for innovative cancer
drugs is increasingly challenging. A major factor is the
introduction of accelerated approval programmes. The
Adaptive Pathways concept was introduced by the
European Medicines Agency (EMA) in 2016 to enable
early market authorisation of potentially beneficial new
treatments for patient groups with unmet medical
needs [1]. The evidence for new oncology drugs
approved through such pathways attracts public opi-
nion, the media and policymakers, but can lack robust-
ness [2]. A further challenge is that target populations
for some new drugs are not fully defined at the time of
authorisation.

These ‘uncertainties’ about a drug’s risk–benefit pro-
file present a challenge for payers. They already face
a rapidly changing cancer treatment landscape and
increasing drug volume, including personalised medi-
cines with requirements for molecular testing and novel
treatment strategies, which necessitate deviation from
established pricing models. The consequences of
‘uncertainty’ for payers are to negotiate the drug
price/budget impact through financial agreements,
identify cost offsets or delay approval. This results in
heterogeneity in the reimbursement and price-setting
process across Europe. Delaying access to innovative
cancer therapies due to uncertainty around therapeutic
benefits might lead to unnecessary morbidity and mor-
tality if older, less safe and less efficacious therapies are

not replaced [3], and counteracts the attempts of reg-
ulatory agencies to facilitate faster patient access, as
part of a general effort to transform research into
accepted clinical practice.

In this article, we share our perspectives on current
challenges in the health technology assessment (HTA)
of novel oncology drugs and strategies to mitigate
sources of uncertainty.

Evaluating benefit: relevant endpoints from
clinical trials

Overall survival and surrogate endpoints

Overall survival (OS) is regarded as the gold standard
for demonstrating efficacy in oncology trials [4] and is
the preferred criterion for HTA [5] (Figure 1).
Increasingly, there are situations where OS data are
not available for HTA, even where drugs have been
granted regular marketing authorisation without obli-
gation to conduct further studies [2]. Demonstrating an
improvement in OS over standard care may not always
be feasible in a clinical trial. For example, where studies
in earlier lines of therapy allow patients to crossover on
progression, OS results can be difficult to interpret due
to the confounding effects of subsequent treatments. In
many tumour types, survival has been extended sub-
stantially by innovative therapies (e.g., imatinib for
chronic myeloid leukaemia [6]; pertuzumab for first-
line, metastatic HER2+ breast cancer [7]; androgen
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receptor inhibitors and immunotherapy for metastatic
prostate cancer [8–10]; proteasome inhibitors and
immunomodulators for multiple myeloma [11]) and
median OS may not be reached within the timeframes
of a pivotal trial and, most importantly, may be mod-
ified by later lines of therapies, which are neither well
established by the literature nor by robust evidence.
Similarly, in some haematological malignancies (e.g.,
indolent non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas, chronic lymphocy-
tic leukaemia, multiple myeloma), a long follow-up per-
iod is required to demonstrate meaningful gain in OS
due to the disease course [12]. In trials of agents with
targeted mechanisms of action and rare tumour types,
recruiting sufficient eligible patients to provide the
power to demonstrate an OS benefit is challenging.

OS data will be required by HTA agencies for settings
where a median OS can be realistically reached within
the clinical study. However, OS may not always be
a realistic endpoint and, in some contexts, payers may
want to consider alternatives and may see the potential
value of multi-criteria decision-making.

Accordingly, drug developers will be required to
demonstrate why OS is not a desirable endpoint.
Where there is consensus that extending OS is not the
primary objective, one solution is to demonstrate sig-
nificant improvements in other aspects of treatment

that are meaningful to all stakeholders, e.g., improving
alternative patient-relevant endpoints; avoiding toxici-
ties and harmful effects associated with standard treat-
ments or procedures; delaying the need for more
expensive or more aggressive treatments; or extending
disease-free survival such that patients can benefit from
the next generation of treatments [13]. Interestingly,
the German Institute for Quality and Efficiency in
Healthcare (IQWiG), in its assessment of allogeneic
stem cell transplant, made the comment that progres-
sion-free survival (PFS) might be a patient-relevant end-
point in cases where there is no further option, i.e., PFS
means a sure progression to death [14].

The majority of oncology drugs approved by the
EMA and US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) with-
out proven OS benefit at time of authorisation are
conditionally approved on surrogate endpoints of PFS
or objective response (OR) [2,15,16]. Findings from clin-
ical trials and meta-analyses on the relationship of sur-
rogate endpoints to OS are heterogeneous and vary by
cancer type and setting [17–26]. For these surrogate
endpoints to be acceptable for HTA, there will need to
be demonstration of a clear relationship with OS that
has been validated in clinical studies in the relevant
disease setting and target population. This will require
effort by the developer and/or clinical societies in
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Figure 1. Current and potential future use of endpoints in health technology assessment of oncology drugs.
HRQoL, health-related quality of life; HTA, health technology assessment; MCID, minimal clinically important difference; OS, overall survival; PFS,
progression-free survival.
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multiple clinical validation studies to confirm the relia-
bility of surrogates to predict hard outcomes such as
OS. Investigating other surrogate markers, such as bio-
markers and minimal residual disease (haematological
malignancies), should also be of value, particularly for
targeted therapies.

Health-related quality of life

In cases where there is no OS improvement, and where
PFS alone is not shown to be an appropriate surrogate,
improvement in PFS with a corresponding improve-
ment in health-related quality of life (HRQoL) may be
acceptable for HTA (Figure 1). HRQoL data could
demonstrate whether delaying progression constitutes
a clinically meaningful improvement for the patient,
taking into account the impact of side effects as well
as morbidity benefits. This is particularly important
when the indicator of progression is radiographical
rather than a symptomatic change in the patient’s
health state. HRQoL data, measured at appropriate
intervals before or during progression, may also
demonstrate a benefit from delaying the need for sub-
sequent treatment with more aggressive regimens that
have a negative impact on patients’ QoL, e.g.,
chemotherapy.

HRQoL is an important element of the health gain
from cancer drugs, but has not been widely accepted
by payers across all jurisdictions. Many are unfamiliar
with its use in healthcare decision-making, as HRQoL
endpoints are not always routinely incorporated in
pivotal trial designs [27]. Variation between HTAs
might be explained by differences in the level of
understanding and interpretation of HRQoL data
and how they translate into clinically meaningful
gains [27]. As patients take a more prominent role in
decision-making [28,29], HRQoL data are likely to
become of greater importance in reimbursement.
However, there remains a need to demonstrate to
payers that HRQoL is not an absolute measure and
that its value to the patient varies in different condi-
tions and disease states. Some patients might regard
HRQoL as more important than OS [30], e.g., patients
with recurrence may value improvement in HRQoL
more highly than those with early, asymptomatic dis-
ease [31], and patients receiving chemotherapy may
value improvement in fatigue [32]. There is also
a requirement for investment in studies to establish
the minimum clinically-important difference in
a patient-reported outcome instrument in the relevant
patients and disease setting.

Several tools allow mapping HRQoL into utilities to
allow Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALY) to be

calculated. Indeed utilities and QALYs are common-
place in current oncology trial development, but they
are only widely accepted in some jurisdictions, possi-
bly because of the same concerns as HRQoL. Some
authors [33] have advocated for the usage of Q-TWIST
(Quality-Adjusted Time Without Symptoms), or even
ASCO (American Association for Clinical Oncology)
has put forward a Value Framework [34], but neither
of these metrics are routinely being used by payers.

Target populations

Identifying the optimal target populations for new
drugs is becoming more complex due to use of multi-
ple lines of treatment, resulting in defined groups of
patients across the course of the disease. Yet, regulators
often fail to make the label specific to the studied
population, making scientific assumptions that are not
acceptable to payers and approving indications for
populations not explicitly covered by the clinical trial.
Despite the potential economic benefits of such deci-
sions, manufacturers and regulators should take into
account the fact that such decisions are likely to delay
and restrict patient access to therapy.

Precision medicine is providing the tools to discrimi-
nate populations and define those most likely to bene-
fit from novel drugs. This can help with lowering of the
number needed to treat to prevent one adverse out-
come, which might increase efficiency of use as well as
payers’ willingness to pay. Again, developers need to
invest in translational research studies early in the
development programme, and to engage and partner
with clinical societies, regulators and HTAs to validate
biomarkers; and understand their role in the biology of
the disease in order to establish the medical need for
that target population. Economic requirements for bio-
marker testing must be addressed early in the develop-
ment programme [35]. Defining an optimised target
population will reduce post-approval uncertainty, and
there should be a joint effort to determine future
requirements for aligning access with the label, thus
avoiding conditional approval, which may not be
accepted across jurisdictions. Certainly, the potential
of Joint Regulatory-HTA advice can help address some
of the concerns, but still the recommendations are
explicitly non-binding to national or sub-national
payers. Interestingly, the EMA highlights itself
a potential difference between ‘significant benefit of
orphan medicines versus their added therapeutic
value’ – and suggests ‘new areas of collaboration to
explore possible synergies between HTA bodies and
regulators [36].
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Addressing the changing cancer treatment
landscape

Many cancers are now regarded as chronic diseases [37], as
the cancer treatment paradigm has evolved from front-line
therapy and palliative care to use of multiple lines of
therapy. This complicates healthcare requirements, with
many patients needing long-term treatment and suppor-
tive/multidisciplinary care for managing side effects. The
‘structure–process–outcomes’ paradigm, used for evaluat-
ing the quality of healthcare, needs to be reassessed to
ensure it reflects the current situation. Developers may
need to better understand the acceptance and conse-
quences of a new technology in a healthcare environment,
and further invest to define the disease and ‘process’, so
that the ‘outcomes’ assumptions remain relevant. The
increasing role of molecular biology in cancer treatment
also adds to the complexity of reimbursement due to the
requirement for molecular companion diagnostics, single-
gene tests or next-generation sequencing to identify eligi-
ble patients for targeted therapies.

It is important that we avoid unnecessary and obstruc-
tive complication of the HTA process. However, changes to
the cancer treatment landscape, and the uncertainty about
the risk–benefit profile of many new treatments, may
necessitate alternative financing models, such as perfor-
mance-linked, managed entry agreements [38].
Implementing performance-related schemes will require
a broad spectrum of evidence from randomised controlled
trials and post-licensing registry studies. Establishing acces-
sible registries and standardising how these data are used is
a priority for enabling informed decision-making. As tech-
nology progresses, we can expect real-world data to
become more accessible to policy makers and industry, to
improve healthcare interventions and monitor the use of
technologies once they have been introduced. Effort is
required by all stakeholders to establish minimum quality
standards on howprospectively gathered evidence (includ-
ing real-world evidence) should be sourced, analysed and
presented.

Concluding remarks

Reimbursement decisions on new oncology drugs are
often being made, while uncertainty remains about
a drug’s risk–benefit profile. Flexible approaches for eval-
uating the additional benefit are needed. Validated sup-
portive endpoints, such as PFS and HRQoL, could have
a more prominent role where OS is not a realistic end-
point. Research efforts should also focus on defining the
target population and the disease early in the develop-
ment programme, and generating evidence post-
authorisation to define the risk–benefit profile.
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